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 1
st
 DAY of USA INDOOR  

Unknowns Dwyer, Broadbent Pile up Lead 
 

Hello Again….. March 3, Bloomington, IN.  

 In a competition which headlined the 

reigning outdoor world champion, the 

defending indoor national champion and the 

NCAA I indoor champion, day one of the 27
th

 

USA indoor men’s combined events meet at 

Indiana University was nonetheless dominated 

by a pair of  journeyman decathletes who had 

the meet of their lives. When the dust cleared 

at the break the names of Trey Hardee, Nick 

Adcock and Miller Moss could not be found at 

the top of the leader board. Instead, Kevin 

Dwyer and Eric Broadbent, a pair of virtual 

track unknowns (except in the world statistical 

cognozi) had grabbed the spotlight at Harry 

Gladstein Field House and piled up a 

significant lead over their better known 

counterparts. 

 Granted, Trey Hardee, still in the 

recovery stage from significant elbow surgery 

last fall after his IAAF Daegu victory, lobbed 

the shot just to continue in the competition, but 

it was Dwyer and Broadbent who had a crowd 

of 74 clapping a cheering during a dramatic 

high jump battle. Shedding the remainder of 

the field at 2.06m/6-9, Broadbent (6-3, 170 

from West Grover, PA) and Dwyer (6-1, 195 

from Arlington Height, IL) battled over the 

next 5(!) bars (raised at 3cm increments) 

adding 28/29 points with every clearance.   

    Dwyer, a former Mid-American 

Conference champ from Miami, OH, who had 

been virtually inactive for two seasons, popped 

over 2.06m/6-9, equaling a PR, with aplomb. 

Broadbent, on the other hand, a two time D-II  

Kevin Dwyer, 26,(left) held a 3 point lead over Eric 

Broadbent, 26, (right) after day one of the USA CE 

nationals in Bloomington, IN. 

 

All American at West Chester U (PA) needed 

3 trys. At 2.09m/6-10¼ both successfully 

leaped with ease. Ditto 2.12m/6-11½, yet 

another PR for Dwyer who held a 61 point 

lead at this point. Dwyer could not clear 

2.15m/7-½ but Broadbent did so with apparent 

ease, a career best for him. Broadbent needed 

3 attempts to negotiate 2.18m/7-1¾, yet 

another PR and a field house record, 

significant since it was held be the two-time 

NCAA champ Derek Druin of the host 

institution. 

 Broadbent then had a pair of good 

attempts at 2.21m/7-3 which would have tied 

Tom Pappas’s 2000 meet record. The two bar 

differential enabled Broadbent to shave all but 

3 points off of Dwyer’s first day lead, 3379-

3376. Very good scores. Whew!         

 Here is how the first day went: 

 

27
th

  USA National Indoor 

Championships 

March 3-4, 2012 



Harry Gladstein Fieldhouse 

Indiana University 

Bloomington, IN 

 

60 meters:   [1:00-1:05 pm] 

 The athletes were seeded judiciously 

into two sections. In the first race Dwyer, 

running in lane 1, clocked a marginal PR of 

7.03 for the win. Miami, OH footballer Jordan 

Goffena (pronounced “goff-knee”) also was 

under his lifetime best. 

 The second race drew much attention, 

mostly on training partners Trey Hardee, the 

reigning outdoor world champ who underwent 

elbow surgery in September, 2011, (in the 

outside -#7) lane and last year’s NCAA indoor 

champ Miller Moss on the inside (lane #1). 

Speedsters David Kletch/Ore e TC and  

Broadbent were in lanes 2 and 3. 

 Hardee looked relaxed and ran a 

controlled 6.75 seconds meet record, just off 

his PR. The old record was co-held by Dan 

O’Brien in case you are wondering how fast 

6.75 is. Moss, on the other side of the track, 

powered thru 6.97. Broadbent was 3
rd

 in a 

speedy 7.05 in a race where last place was 

7.17 seconds. 
After One: Hard 973, Moss 893, Dwye 872, Broa 865. 

Long Jump:  [1:40-2:18 pm] 

 Corbin Duer, now an assistant coach at 

his alma mater, Cal Poly-SLO, led off the 

event with a 6.44m/21-1½ effort. 

 At the end of the first round Oregon 

grad David Kletch led at 7.35m/24-1½ while 

Hardee managed 7.15m/23-5½. Neither would 

improve. Round #2 was uneventful (a Hardee 

run-thru). And in the final round only Dwyer’s 

7.20m/23-7½ proved noteworthy. The event 

proved as ‘flat’ as the floor surface. IU had 

removed its raised runway. 
After Two:Hard 1823, Klet 1745, Dwye 1734, Broa 

1693. 

Shot Put:  [2:50-3:21 pm] 

 The first major question on Hardee’s 

arm injury would be answered here. He drew 

the last slot … and lobbed the iron ball 

9.08m/29-9½, just so he could continue. He 

was being very practical in conserving his 

elbow which won’t get tested until the outdoor 

season. He fouled in round #2, but only 

because he did not keep the shot under his 

chin, then easily lobbed 10.86m/35-7½ in 

round #3. 

 Meanwhile Dwyer was pumping a pair 

of career bests: 13.94m/45-9 and 14.02m/46-0 

which pushed him into the overall lead. 

Broadbent also opened the event with a 2 foot 

PR, 13.70m/44-11½ to move into second. 

They were the only two athletes who were 

‘hot.’  

 Vet Ryan Harlan won the event with a 

15.55m/51-¼ toss.    
After Three: Dwyer 2464, Broa 2403, Moss 2380, Harl 

2372. 

High Jump:  [3:59-5:40 pm] 

 One pit was used and we have 

described the action. Hardee, Moss and 

Adcock all appeared rusty but Dwyer and 

especially Broadbent took up the slack and the 

latter pulled within 3 points of the overall lead 

by the end of the day. 

 What can we expect on day two? The 

meet will tighten up considerably as both 

contenders have some weaknesses. But they 

also have a 250 point bulge on the field. 

Hardee is not expected to vault so the question 

is whether the better known names: Moss, 

Klech, Adcock and Harlan can track down the 

leaders 
After Four: Dwye 3379, Broa 3376, Hard 3163, Moss 

3129. 

Notes: 

 Last year’s runner-up, Pat Woods, was a no 

show. This meet got underway with 13 athletes 

(9 qualifiers and 4 appellants). There was 

much discussion about the number of athletes 

who were allowed to compete without a 

qualifying standard. Ultimately everyone who 

entered was accepted calling into question the 

need for standards. What is needed are more 

attention to this meet since there are plenty of 

qualifiers, not the least of which were a ton of 

mid-west collegians with qualifying marks. 

This is a terrific meet on an excellent facility 



and should be better subscribed by the CE 

community.  

 The meet advertised some exotic 

flavors but ultimately, on day one at least, 

vanilla took top billing. 

Results: 
3/3-4 USA National CE Champs, Indiana U, 

Bloomington, IN 

3379 Dwyer, Kevin/unat  7.03 620 1402 212 

3376 Broadbent, Eric/HPC-e 7.05 706 1370 218 

3163 Hardee, Trey/Nike  6.75 715 1086 200 

3129 Moss, Miller/unat  6.97 692 1341 194 

3128 Klech, David/Oregon eTC 7.10 735 1110 203 

3121 Harlan, Ryan/unat  7.17 662 1555 194 

3120 Adcock, Nick/unat  7.15 700 1353 197 

2915 Duer, Corbin/unat  7.37 644 1263 203 

2859 Goffena, Jordan/Miami(OH) 7.28 678 1258 185 

2844 Edmonds, Lysias/Ariz Puma 7.20 656 1141 194 

2742 Salzman, Adam/Colorado 7.19 616 1159 191  

2652 Greaves, Kenny/unat 7.43 639 1188 182 

 13s,13f 
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Robbie Haynie -New NAIA Record 
 

NAIA Championships 

March 2-3, 2012 

Spire Institute. 

Geneva, OH 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geneva, OH…Eastern Oregon senior Robbie 

Haynie, Nampa, ID, used vertical jumping 

skills (2.14m/7-¼ high jump, 5.35m/17-6½     

pole vault) to set a new NAIA indoor 

heptathlon record, a whopping 5781points in 

Geneva, OH. The previous meet record 

belonged to Jon Hilton, Oklahoma Baptist, of 

5519 set in 2009. A record setting 3103 1
st
 day 

set up Haynie who will double today in the 

open pole vault. His margin of victory was a 

gaudy 629 points. He started day 2 with a PR 

8.49 60m hurdle win, then broke his own meet 

record in the vault, a PR 5.356m/17-7 marks. 

He did not dally in the 1k, clocking a PR 

2:47.36 and crushed the old meet mark. 

Haynie, a former NJCAA champ at 

Mesa, Arizona, is now a threat to qualify 

outdoor for the USA 

Olympic Trials decathlon 

(auto standard is 7900 

points). “EOU is close to 

where I'm originally from, 

Nampa, Idaho,” Haynie 

said. “My wife is from 

Boise and after living in 

Arizona we wanted to come back closer to 

home, and be back in the Northwest. I liked 

the coaches at Eastern and everything went 

right on my visit. It just felt like the right place 

for me.” 

 


